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Abstract. System of Systems (SoS) provide means of integrating independent systems
aiming at achieving goals that could not be accomplished if these systems were ex-
ecuted isolated. Among the several types of SoS identified in the literature, virtual
SoS still pose several challenges to be built. By not depending on a central coordina-
tor, virtual SoS are the most robust type of SoS. On the other hand, collaborative SoS
presents the advantage of having a well established emergent behavior design, which
we intend to combine with the robustness of virtual SoS. Therefore, in this paper we
propose a reference architecture to build SoS of a mixed type between virtual and
collaborative. We present a prototype we built as a proof of concept of the proposed
architecture that employs services for communication among constituents. We also
describe how the architecture has been applied for a SoS in the software engineering
tool domain. As conclusions, the architecture was successfully applied to implement
a mixed-type SoS since its inception. In addition, the developed prototype can be
reused for other SoS instances in different domains.

1. Introduction
A System of Systems (SoS) is a collection of independent systems and their interrelationships
to produce a system that presents additional behavior that is greater than the sum of the parts
[Boardman and Sauser, 2006]. They have great potential of obtaining advantages of several ex-
isting systems to accomplish emergent behavior. The challenge is to know how to integrate the
systems to become constituent systems (CS), considering their relationships and participation
in the whole SoS.

Several types of SoS have been identified in the literature. For example, Maier [1998]
classifies them as directed (a centrally managed SoS built and managed to fulfill specific pur-
poses), collaborative (a SoS where CS interact to fulfill central purposes guided by central
players), and virtual (a SoS with emergent behavior that has not a central management author-
ity).

Maier classified the World Wide Web as a well known Virtual SoS [Maier, 1998]. By
not having a central management authority, this category of SoS allows any interested party to
create a new CS and join the SoS. At the same time that we want systems to be independent,
we need to ensure that the SoS goals are met, i.e., it is important to plan specific emergent
behaviors expected to be fulfilled, similarly to a Collaborative SoS design. We cannot discern
and distinguish exactly how the system functionality is achieved in a virtual SoS. Nielsen
et al. [2015] consider a large-scale complex IT system as a virtual system, justified by the fact
that they consist of systems that work together, maybe with mutual interest, but are owned
by individual organizations that may be competing. It is important to highlight that we have
not found any SoS architectures proposing solutions that satisfy the needs of such systems.
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Therefore, we intend to identify how the gap between Virtual and Collaborative SoS designs
could be interpolated with a Mixed-Type SoS.

Therefore, this paper has the following goals: (i) to identify a set of requirements for
the Mixed-Type SoS, (ii) to present a service-based architecture, which we named MV-SoSA,
that serves as a basis when composing new Mixed-Type SoS, (iii) to present an implementation
of MV-SoSA that we refer as MV-SoS-Prototype, and (iv) to describe a concrete example of a
Mixed-Type SoS employing MV-SoS-Prototype as part of a case study.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we summarize the
concepts of SoS and Services. In Section 3 we present the architecture proposal: first we
identify the requirements for a Mixed-type SoS (Section 3.1), followed by an overview of
MV-SoSA (Section 3.2). In Section 4 we present MV-SoS-Prototype. In Section 5 we describe
how MV-SoSA is instantiated to develop a SoS in the software reuse domain. Related work
is discussed in Section 6. Finally, the conclusions, as well as future work, are discussed in
Section 7.

2. Background

Systems of Systems (SoS) allow the aggregation of independent systems, together with their
relationships, to form a whole that is greater than the sum of the parts [Maier, 1998]. Thus, it
is possible to achieve complex goals that would not be easily achieved individually by the CS.
Emergent behaviors can also arise at any time and should be easy to model.

Maier (1998) classifies SoS based on managerial characteristics, suggesting three types
of SoS: Directed, where the integrated SoS is built and managed to fulfill specific purposes and
CS maintain an ability to operate independently, but their normal operational mode is subordi-
nated to the central managed purpose; Collaborative, where the CS interact voluntarily to fulfill
agreed upon central purposes and central players collectively decide how to provide or deny
services; and Virtual, where there is neither a central management authority nor a centrally
agreed upon purpose for the SoS, but behavior emerges naturally from the composition.

Maier [1998] has defined five important characteristics of SoS: operational and man-
agerial independence of CS, emergent behavior, geographical distribution, and evolutionary
development processes. These characteristics are relevant in the context of this work, as the
proposed architecture will allow several independent systems to work together forming a SoS,
whilst they can freely enter or leave the composition without having their independence af-
fected at all.

Service-orientation has been presented as a potential mechanism to allow the construc-
tion of SoS [Madni and Sievers, 2014]. A service has a public interface that is available and
inter-operable, and it can dynamically connect to other services [Mahmoud, 2005].

The use of services is appropriate in distributed software development environments,
in which the integration among different tools is required, preferably in a transparent way, in
particular for SoS. Indeed, in a systematic review published recently [Vargas et al., 2016], it
was verified that a considerable number of publications, approximately 51.72%, have explored
the use of services for integration of CS in the SoS context.

3. Architecture Proposal

In this exploratory study, we propose a generic architecture for building a Mixed-Type SoS.
We have initially considered SoS in the information systems domain, where each CS can make
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available, through services, pieces of information that are potentially of interest to achieve the
SoS emergent behavior.

By its own definition, virtual SoS might not be as reliable as required by organizations,
because they could enable behaviors not predicted by the CS owners. In the same manner,
organizations might also require expected behaviors that cannot be covered by a virtual SoS
implementation. On the other hand, the organizations may also require that the SoS must be
designed with pre-planned emergent behaviors, unlike virtual SoS, since they cannot be devel-
oped to guarantee the emergent behavior. We study a solution to this problem by introducing
some characteristics extracted from the collaborative type, more specifically, we suggest that a
predictable set of trusted systems is kept by each system willing to participate in the SoS. The
implementation of this suggestion maintains the virtual characteristic of the SoS, because: i)
CS are not obliged to provide predicted services; ii) CS do not have a coordinator or a previ-
ously planned collaboration sequence; and iii) CS have total autonomy to perform their tasks,
without depending on a pre-specified choreography.

3.1. Requirements for the Mixed-Type SoS
We have established a set of requirements for the Mixed-Type SoS, listed on Table 1 and ex-
plained below. They resulted from the analysis of related works on Collaborative SoS [Mah-
mood and Montagna, 2012; Black and Fletcher, 2006], and on Virtual SoS [Ramos, 2014],
which allowed us to provide a simple design for our Mixed-type SoS. It is important to notice
that the classification of SoS is not orthogonal: according to Nielsen et al. [2015], autonomy
and ownership have to be maintained, but the SoS type is not expected to be uniform within a
SoS, but local subsystems of different types might arise.

# Requirement
R1 the proposed System of Systems should be composed by a dynamic set of CS, similarly to a

virtual SoS
R2 the CS must be independent, both from the operational and managerial perspectives
R3 the CS can enter or exit the SoS at any time, without compromising the working of the

independent systems
R4 each CS should keep a list of trustworthy CS
R5 each CS can provide services to both users and other trustworthy CS
R6 components and list of trusted CS must be dynamically changeable
R7 unique identifiers could be used to identify objects in the SoS
R8 each CS is responsible to know its managed objects, so the authorization concern should be

implemented independently from authentication
R9 a CS should be capable of performing cascading queries on other trusted CS that also provide

the requested functionality and provide a single merged response to the user.

Table 1. Requirements for the Mixed-type SoS

R1 contains the basic requirement of our work, which is to propose a SoS composed
by a dynamic set of CS similarly to a Virtual SoS.

R2 is important to maintain the fundamental characteristics of SoS as defined in the
literature. Basically, it states that each CS should have its own set of capabilities that are kept
working even when the system is not part of the SoS. Also, the system management is done
independently from the fact that the system is occasionally part of the SoS.

R3 ensures that CS are free to enter or to exit the SoS according to their own rules, i.e.,
a CS can manifest its interest in making part of the SoS, but can also decide to leave if this is
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the most appropriate action in a certain moment.

R4 guarantees that only trustworthy systems are allowed to enter the SoS. A mechanism
to catalog these systems and check if a system belongs to this catalog when trying to be part
of a SoS should be provided.

R5 depicts the duties of CS in relation to the SoS, i.e., as part of the SoS a CS can
provide services that can be useful to other systems or to the SoS as whole, contributing to the
emergent behavior. Eventually, a CS could be only a consumer of services provided by other
CS.

R6 is related to the dynamic configuration of CS. It is essential that new systems can
be included as members of the SoS at runtime. Analogously, any CS can be removed from the
list at anytime.

R7 is important to ease the retrieval of objects throughout the SoS. There should be a
mechanism through which we can identify, based only on an object unique identifier, to what
CS it belongs, the identification of the CS it belongs to and its type (class).

R8 is related to access control. Authentication, i.e. ensuring that the logged users are
who they claim to be, could be managed separately by an independent CS or service. However,
a CS is responsible for knowing its managed objects and mapping them to groups of users who
have read/write access rights. The authorization to perform specific functions or to have access
to managed objects could be dealt with by a CS or service that receives the managed objects
list as input. In this case, a token could be provided as a way of ensuring that the user has been
authenticated/authorized to access the system within a predetermined time period.

Finally, R9 is related to the ability of CS to perform cascading queries. A single CS
should provide the option to the user to perform cascading queries for a single query call. In
this manner, the called CS needs to know other trusted CS that also provide the requested
functionality of the query, which should be then called recursively, accumulating responses of
the requested query into a single response to the user.

3.2. MV-SoSA Overview

Based on the specified requirements, we propose an architecture, named MV-SoSA (Mixed
Virtual-System of System Architecture), that serves as a basis when composing new Mixed-
type Systems of Systems. Next, we provide more details about MV-SoSA, using two different
views (a conceptual model and a layer view), as well as an explanation of how cascading
queries work.

3.2.1. Conceptual Model

A conceptual model for MV-SoSA was created by considering the requirements listed in Sec-
tion 3.1. The diagram for this model is shown in Figure 1. UID, defined following R7 and
R8, represents the unique identifier for objects of the SoS. It is inherited by ManagedObject,
which was defined according to R8. ManagedObject is used to classify objects that are stored
by CS and may be transferred among other CS.

User was defined following R5 and represents external users of the CS. SoS was defined
according to R1. Since the SoS is dynamic, similarly to a virtual SoS, there would be no
concrete implementation of this class, because there is no entity that owns or manages the SoS
completely. The class was simply created in order to represent that the SoS is composed by
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Figure 1. MV-SoSA Conceptual Model.

CS, which, in turn, is represented by ConstituentSystem, defined according to R2, R3, R4, R5,
R6 and R8. Services are represented by class Service (R5). These services are provided by the
CS itself, to its external users or to other trusted CS.

3.2.2. Layer View

Figure 2. MV-SoSA Layer view.

The layers of the MV-SoSA architecture are shown in Figure 2. On the top of the figure,
the network infrastructure is represented as a large single bus. The networking infrastructure
itself is not the main objective of this architecture, it just needs to be the same throughout every
CS. This way, it could be replaced by any other mechanism that enables communication of the
CS.

From the perspective of external users, the CS is a single black box that provides a user
profile and permission catalog, as well as other features provided as services. This happens
because every call is carried out by a proxy that delegates the call to internal service providers.
This proxy is also capable of calling external trusted CS in order to answer cascading queries.

The internal service providers are divided into “Access Catalogue” and “Legacy Con-
nector”. “Access Catalogue” contains the records of trusted external entities, which are ei-
ther users (including their different roles) or other CS that are entitled to access this CS. The
“Legacy Connector” layer aggregates connectors which wrap the actual services targeted at
the end-users of the CS. This aggregation strategy allows dynamic connector loading. Then,
each CS has a variable set of features implemented by legacy service connectors, which are
represented by L1..N . Each of these connectors should be implemented to provide a compatible
interface to the SoS CS to be able to call the legacy service.
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Figure 3. Sequence Diagram of Proxy Call Delegation to System Interface

3.2.3. Proxy Behavior

In order to explain the proxy behavior required to enable cascading queries, as well as dynamic
feature emergence, a simplistic perspective is considered, as illustrated in Figure 3.

Consider that the Mixed-Type SoS has been successfully composed after the CS are
initialized with a set of trustworthy CS. In this case, the CS (“CS1”) may forward any call
from external users (referred as “Client”) to an internal connector capable of delegating to the
requested service provider (“service”), as well as forwarding the call to any other trusted CS.
The CS are actually capable of calling more than one internal connector, as well as more than
one trusted CS.

The proxy behavior is similar to the proxy pattern by the Gang of Four [Gamma et al.,
1995], however, in this case, the systems are dynamic. Therefore, the proxy code does not
have the method signature to be called, requiring the dynamic decoding of each client request
by interpreting the signature at run-time and then delegate the call to the actual legacy system
and/or trusted CS. After the delegated legacy systems and trusted CS reply the request, the
proxy must then aggregate the responses into a single message that is returned to the client.

4. Prototype Specification

In this section we present a prototype that follows all the requirements of MV-SoSA, referred
in this paper as “MV-SoS-Prototype”. This prototype is shown to demonstrate that the mixed-
type is possible to be implemented, though this prototype might not cover specific kinds of
SoS that are designed to integrate legacy systems. For legacy system integration, it would still
require to implement connectors to attach these systems to the new architecture.

In our example, the architecture was designed as an SoS system since its inception,
where every CS has basic behavior for integrating services and communicating with other
CS that belong to a list of trustworthy systems. In this manner, each CS is modular and is
composed by legacy connectors that provide variable sets of services.

In order to encapsulate the common behavior among CS, in our particular implemen-
tation, we consider that all CS have a kernel component. This kernel is the basic element of a
CS and manages the associated services and CS administrators. The basic responsibility of the
kernel is to allow communication among CS. This communication could happen among the
service providers that represent actual applications for the end users or other CS. The kernel
also acts as a proxy to allow external clients to access both its managed service modules, as
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well as with compatible services provided via other CS kernels, which boasts the emergent
behavior capability.

4.1. MV-SoS-Prototype Kernel Architecture
The implemented prototype was based on a micro-kernel design with reliability as a primary
non-functional feature [Tanenbaum and Bos, 2015]. An overview of the prototype class dia-
gram is shown in Figure 4, where there are two main packages: common and kernel.

Figure 4. MV-SoS-Prototype Design

The common package is composed by interfaces that define data-types used throughout
the architecture elements, hence the name common. This package is required by every element
of MV-SoS-Prototype, including the kernel itself. The kernel package represents the actual
kernel of the prototype. It was designed to cope with the most minimal and fundamental
features of the system.

4.2. Common Types
Since MV-SoS-Prototype allows different CS to manage their objects, it was important to de-
fine a Universally Unique Identifier (UUID). This identifier must be hierarchical, allowing each
CS to generate valid identifiers without requiring calls to other CS, which can be completely
oblivious of object construction.

These identifiers are specified using the UUID interface, which defines how the hier-
archical parts of the UUID are separated, as well as the minimal parts to identify a running
instance of kernel and CS.

The CS based on MV-SoS-Prototype also manage objects that are addressed by these
UUIDs. Therefore, the interface ManagedObject is employed to specify whether an object is
managed, transferred and persisted by a specific CS or legacy system.

Since we have identified that the SoS requirements involve users, which could be a
human user or another computer system, the User interface has been also defined within the
common package. Our architecture was also planned to allow unified, yet distributed registra-
tion for users. Therefore, User is also treated as an universal identified object stored into the
CS and shared throughout the SoS.

The System is an interface to define the signature of required methods needed to imple-
ment a CS based on MV-SoSA. Finally, Token defines how access tokens that are transferred
among CS should be implemented.

4.3. Constituent Kernel
In our architecture, the Kernel of a Constituent System is designed within the kernel package
shown in Figure 4. The kernel is the basic element of a MV-SoS-Prototype instance, which
was inspired by a micro-kernel design. Therefore, it contains the execution entry point that
coordinates services required to implement its functionality.
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The execution entry point of the CS is defined within ConstituentSystem interface,
which also extends the System of the common package. The actual implementation of the
main method is defined in the ConstituentSystem class.

The authentication behavior is designed within the kernelAuthentication package.
Since the kernel has an architecture inspired by micro-kernel design, authentication is de-
fined as an external service. which also increases modularity capability. In this manner, the
actual user data is not stored inside the kernel, which can delegate to more than one trusted
authorization service to identify users.

Following the design of authentication package, the catalog is implemented as a ser-
vice within kernelCatalogue package. Since kernels and legacy connectors are all defined as
extensions of System, it is possible to store the legacy connectors managed by the current ker-
nel, as well as defining trusted foreign kernels. By this established design, it is also possible
to define components that serve more than one CS, increasing flexibility.

5. Evaluation - SoS Application
MV-SoSA has been applied to build a SoS for integrating instances of a reuse tool we have
developed at ICMC. In this paper, this tool is simply referenced as RT. It adopts the Reusable
Assets Specification (RAS) [OMG, 2005], from OMG, to store the assets in a repository, so
any type of reusable asset is allowed, as for example requirements, analysis models, design
models, source code, test cases, and processes. It is also based on SOA, i.e., clients can
consume the provided services to manage reusable assets, which can be stored in a cloud.

When we consider several independent instances of RT running at different organiza-
tions, it is clear that each instance is benefiting from the reuse of its locally stored assets. The
idea is to integrate these instances by building a SoS to offer emergent behavior that could not
be obtained by independent instances. Notice that the other SoS characteristics described in
Section 2, are also present in this SoS, i.e., each instance has its own management and oper-
ation; they are distributed geographically; and they could be evolved separately by different
organizations, which could adapt the instance to their particular needs.

RT shares the prototype kernel that we have presented in Section 4. Therefore, RT
CS can be also CS of our MV-SoS-Prototype. In order to instantiate RT it was necessary to
create service connectors based on the “System” interface and to publish the service-oriented
interface definitions. Then, the new CS is added to lists of other CS (part of “csList” of
Figure 4). It is required to have two or more CS that provide RT Services. According to
the current state of our implementation, the CS administrators must set manually the list of
trusted systems. Following that possibility, if these CS trust each other, users using any of the
CS are then able to access data from every instance, allowing these users to retrieve a single
merged result for a query performed on any of these CS, which would not be straightforward if
each CS is accessed independently. Other types of emergent behavior can be obtained as well,
if necessary. For example, if the code of an asset is stored in a configuration management
system, another possible emergent behavior of RT would be to warn other CS about changes
and conflicts to asset users.

6. Related Work
Kazman, et al. have described a set of design patterns for SoS. They have described patterns
such as Facade and Broker, which are similar to the Proxy Pattern, however, they have not
shown this pattern itself [Kazman et al., 2013]. In this paper, we have presented an actual
implementation of Proxy Design Pattern for a SoS.
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Mahmood and Montagna have devised a generic framework for defining a SoS archi-
tecture suited for specific applications. They have also presented a Production SoS design by
using the proposed framework [Mahmood and Montagna, 2012]. In this paper, our goal was
to present a Mixed-type SoS architecture and implementation instead.

Among the definition of complex multi-tier systems that involve the definition of con-
nected subsystems, there is the implementation of a complex robotics collaborative and dis-
tributed system [Black and Fletcher, 2006] and a transportation distributed system [Padmadas
et al., 2010]. These authors describe several advantages linked to the modularity of the com-
ponents employed into the design of these systems.

Vierhauser, et al. have proposed a software system to monitor the execution of SoS
[Vierhauser et al., 2014]. In our SoS implementation, this behavior is also carried by the CS
kernel, which monitors the provided subsystem services as well as trusted services provided
by other CS.

Ramos devised an approach for SoS development based on statecharts and publish-
subscribe mechanisms [Ramos, 2014]. His work was also based on Virtual SoS taxonomy,
however, unlike our proposal, it is only suited to local area networks because it depends on
event broadcast that is not suitable for a wide area network, e.g. the Internet.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have established a type of SoS that fills the gap between virtual and collab-
orative SoS, which we referred simply as Mixed-type SoS. A set of requirements for it was
presented, which characterizes a foundation for future SoS research. These requirements were
used as basis to design an architecture for Mixed-type SoS, named MV-SoSA. It was designed
to be simple and modular to be adapted to several application domains. To the best of our
knowledge, Virtual SoS research lack exploratory studies.

Subsequently, MV-SoSA was instantiated to create an actual functional prototype, em-
ployed during an exploratory study for an application in the context of software reuse. Our
implementation was successfully applied to compose independent systems fulfilling the ex-
pected requirements, e.g. emergent behavior, trusting mechanism, authentication, dynamic
component loading and modularity.

We expect that our work contributes to efforts on evidencing what could or not be
planned for the design of an actual Virtual SoS. Additionally, it could serve as basis to ex-
ploratory studies that can try to solve the several challenges presented by Virtual SoS.

As future work, we intend to instantiate MV-SoSA to integrate a broader range of ap-
plications pertaining to different domains, as well as conducting experiments on their usability,
ease of integration and security. Among these applications, we can cite the evolution of the
tool described within Section 5 to be integrated into a project for reuse support [Braga et al.,
2016].
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